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PROLOGUE

Let it be known,
In the beginning, there was love, the purest that’s ever existed, on a
small planet in a far corner of the universe. I, whose name is “Creator”
came forth from this love with a mind so vast and intelligent all I can
think of is beauty and creating.
The first order of business was to expand the heavens, my
homeland. No sooner would the thought emerge and another celestial
body manifested. And setting it upon nothing, it stayed according to
my word. Thinking it was very lovely and good, I continued creating
more beautiful large orbs; suns, moons, planets and stars. I bid them to
move about to bring me glory and be perfect and they did. But again
and again, I wanted to do something different.
From these urges, inclined by my boundless love, was issued eight
archangels that I called my sons. I wanted to be Father to many
children so they could share my love. Night and day we were together,
bonded by the joy of eternal wonder. But there was something
missing. We had each other but we were still “alone.”
In my own likeness, inclined by my boundless love, was issued
forth a companion, one in my own image, to cleave only onto me for
eternity. She is my bride, split from my soul, created to compliment
me in every way. This made me very happy.
My sons looked upon my joy and wanted to share it so I let them. In
time was issued forth soul mates for them as well, one for each in their
own image. I saw it was good and my joy was multiplied but still not
completed. I wanted a son from my own flesh and blood.
In time, inclined by my boundless love, we gave birth to a son, my
perfect eternal companion and I. He was made in our own image in
every way, and I thought this was very, very good. Later, my mate
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and I were delivered also of a daughter cast from the soul and meant
from before the time of conception, betrothal only to our new son. My
other sons and their wives saw this and even though they were issued
not from my physical flesh also as my newborns, they still wanted to
share my joy; all, that is, save one. To my utter dismay and sadness,
my eldest archangel, the son I created before all the others, started
shedding his happy glow.
Meanwhile, feeling overjoyed with our joined completeness, my
begotten son and I wanted to share our boundless love with others.
Already we had made every conceivable life form in the plant and
animal kingdom, but something was missing. Besides, he and I
wanted to do something different. So we said, “Let us make man in
our own image,” and we did.
And as man came onto the scene it was very good but my begotten
son and I, knowing such joy of love and togetherness with our own
eternal companions, thought it best that man should not be alone
either, so we made woman to be joined with them; one for each in
their own image.
Surveying my handiwork throughout the limitless boundaries of a
universe that will never match my boundless love, I then gave this
command to those made in my image, “Be fruitful and multiply.”
Subdue and fill all of these worlds I have provided, each one according
to the qualities and characteristics bestowed you, unique yet apart
from one another. You will be different, yet the same, male and female,
soul-mated forever, with a portion of my mind and goodness. Unlike
the lesser beasts who know nothing else but to love me, you shall
receive another special gift that shall never diminish. It is free will. I
choose whatever pleases me and I choose that man and woman, as my
mighty sons of heaven, freely choose to love me.
My purpose was now complete, my being satisfied. As long as I
could create, I would find happiness. I tried to put aside that part of
me that knows everything to soften the blow that the coming fall
would bring to my heart. And it was coming. My eldest son, my
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brightest child was going to break my heart and short of destroying
him, I couldn’t stop it. Free will is a gift I refuse to turn away from.
Presently, there are trillions of angels plus sons and daughters I’ve
made, all living the dream of an eternal, pain free life I had planned all
along for them in the countless planets near my homeland heaven.
While bearing my physical and spiritual being and essence, they are all
as colors of the endless rainbows in my brain. I keep coming up with
different ones! But I like to do things different. Like my love, this too,
never changes. Creation and love are what I am made of.
Tragedy took place here in heaven that wrought feelings even I
wasn’t aware of till I felt them myself. That’s how I was able to fashion
you, my child. I first felt the anguish of heartache, pain and suffering
long before you did. But I felt the joy of sheer ecstasy first too, such as
when I created the galaxies, the wonderful lower living things, my
angelic sons and begotten ones, and then each and every one of you.
The untold story of events that disrupted peace and happiness in
the universe and how it affects everyone is long and detailed.
Although everything is recorded in heaven, much information has
been withheld from my children on earth till a time I felt you could
better understand. You’ve shared my image from the beginning. Now,
it pleases me that you also share my knowledge of high truths. I have
waited a long time to do this. I hope you are ready.
To prepare for this special time in history, I relayed to one of my
prophets of old a message regarding such deep matters in the book of
Deuteronomy 29:29. Through him I said, “There are secrets the Lord
your God has not revealed.”
That was a long time ago. Now is the time to reveal them.
It’s time you hear the truth, not parables, behind my mysteries kept
hidden on purpose for ages. I always knew this time was coming.
Be open. My grace is with you.
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<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
The preceding is how Genesis, the first book of the Bible might read
if God had decided to include in scripture His highest truths, secrets
and mysteries of creation from the very beginning.
Over the ages, it has been our Creator’s wisdom and choice that He
work and even speak through ordinary people thus His documented
Word as we know it.
You are about to embark on the greatest journey ever.
You are about to enter God’s Secrets Revealed.
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PART I

“There are many homes up there where my
Father lives and I am going to prepare them for
your coming.”

(John 14:2)

INTRODUCTION

Messenger from Another World

I am a lucky girl. You could say I was born with a silver spoon in my
mouth if we had such an expression here like they do on earth for I
will never be alone. Not only is God always present, I also have
another very special friend. He was born with me! We even look alike,
same eye color and hair. I guess we were a lot of trouble at first. Poor
mother and father; I mean, there was two of us! Even though we have
many pairs of older brothers and sisters, our parents still had to get
used to us, their newest set of twins.
All day long we play, holding hands, riding unicorns and watching
the three suns of our planet rise and set. Shadd teases me constantly
and makes me giggle because of the things he says. I can even read his
mind and I blush because it’s hard to believe that someday, it’ll be our
turn to be united. He and I have been to lots of weddings, especially
for our own siblings. It’s the closest I’ve been to archangels and one
time, I got to touch the Lord Jesus for real! He is more beautiful than
anything I’ve ever seen and Shadd is second to that. God meant it to be
that way.
You see, it’s different here than on earth. Because we are shared of
souls, Shadd and I belong with each other. We always have a
playmate. We’re never bored. There’s always something fun to do.
About the only time we ever fight is when he wants to go to the
freezing cold planet because he likes to ski. Burrr! He calls me a sissy
and the next thing you know, he dares me and I follow; because I love
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a challenge. Just because he’s my soul mate doesn’t mean he’s better
than me!
One time, while gliding along the silvery slopes of Adromia, he
made me laugh and then, we collided! Only, I like running into Shadd.
His skin and body feel very much like mine. But that’s as far as it gets,
that is to say, until we’re ready. Where we live, everybody knows and
obeys God’s laws. In fact, no one even wishes to question them.
Besides, there’s no such thing as time here. Shadd and I know we’ll be
together forever, not like on earth where everyone has to search for
their true love, so we’re not in a hurry. We have eternity. What more
could we want?
That was a long time ago. Shadd and I now have many sets of soulmated children of our own. There have since been some very serious
problems in our once peaceful universe. Consequently, God asked
Shadd and me to go to earth on assignment again. It’s because He also
loves His children there very much and felt my soul mate and I could
serve as qualified teachers. We understand God’s special love for those
on earth and how dearly He wants them to have the same kind of life
His children in the other worlds enjoy. It’s His plan. When we agreed
to lend our skills, we learned there were also many others from
around our neighborhood, including other galaxies that would make
the trip at different times and to different places, in order to help. As
usual, we left the details up to our Heavenly Father. Like always, He
would lead us.
Well, here I am according to my word and it’s not as easy as I
thought when I was back home even though I’ve been missioned to
earth several times before. But I am still a lucky girl for the message I
bear is wonderful.
All I want to do is tell every one of all ages, cultures, languages and
races, that no matter your pain, trials and tribulations, our Creator will
walk with you and lead you into the knowledge and reality of
paradise, a place that exists even now as I speak. It’s home to all and
God’s greatest wish is that everyone be reunited to that perfect place
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of happiness with Him. There, families and loved ones await us! There
is no death or tears and soul mates like the pair I’ve described, joyfully
flourish with their extended families in unexplainable beauty that
never ends.
Imagine the earth itself renewed, wondrous as a fairy tale,
patterned after those of the universe, for this is exactly what God will
do.
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